l.INTRODUCTION
Quantum mechanics has to be adjoined to a "measurement theory" that has . . never been formulated in a satisfactory way; it is in the words of Wheeler"' a law without law. For us "measurement" is part of any research program in physics; if we construct physics as a research program the "measurement problem" cannot be given a separate locus. We[" first formulate what we mean by a participatory research program that specifies the criteria and the steps which can allow us to conclude that the program is complete. We present this schema in fig. 1 . The implied philosophical position has been discussed by one of us (CG) elsewhere'al . Although participation is involved in the creation of the program in virtue of the meaning-conferring acts of judgment entailed, the end result is objective in that, if successful, the program provides the same explanation of meaning for any participant when applied.
The technique we use to show the objectivity is to code the program and hence insure that it is computable.
The program uses arbitrary numbers, in
McGoveran's sense, generated by the non-determinism born of communication between asynchronous processes over a shared memory.* . The basic entities in the program are ordered strings of the symbols "0,l" generated either by adding one arbitrary bit to each extant string or by discriminating between strings and adjoining a novel result to the bit string universe. The act of concatenating each extant string with an arbitrary bit is our representation of a "quantum event", changing the entire bit string universe whenever discrimination between extant strings fails to produce demonstrable novelty. Clearly such events are non-local, which is currently an experimentally implied requirement for quantum events.
The problem is rather to show that in the articulation of the theory they do not allow supraluminal signalling.
* D.McGoveran uses "arbitrary" to mean %ot due to any finite,locally specifiable algorithm" ; since computer hardware is finite and attempts to be locally deterministic, he would replace Manthey's term "non-determinism" by the term "multi-determinism" (private communication).
The means used to connect the bit string universe to the practice of particle physics is to assume that any elementary event, under circumstances which it is the task of the experimental physicist to investigate, can lead to the firing of a counter.
We call this the "counter paradigm". It allows us to connect the "quantum events" which occur in our computer program with laboratory counter firings in such a way as to provide our theory with both predictive power and corrigibility.
We identify the three or four bit strings defining any quantum event as the basis states needed to construct a finite particle number relativistic (i.e. constrained by the "limiting velocity for signals") quantum scattering theory, including the conserved quantum numbers encountered in the "standard model" of quarks and leptons, and to make a start on computing the scale constants of modern physics.
Z.CONSTRUCTING A BIT STRING UNIVERSE
The basic entities in the theory are ordered strings of the symbols "0" ,"l" Each event results in a TICK, which increases the complexity of the universe in an irreversible way. Our theory has an ordering parameter (NV) which is conceptually closer to the "time" in general relativistic cosmologies than to the "reversible" time of special relativity. The arbitrary elements in the algorithm that generates events preclude unique "retrodiction", while the finite complexity parameters (SU, NV) prevent a combinatorial explosion in statistical retrodiction.
I
In this sense we have a fixed -though only partially retrodictable -past and a necessarily unknown future of finite, but arbitrarily increasing, complexity.
Only structural characteristics of the system, rather than the bit strings used in computer simulations of pieces of our theory, are available for epistemological correlations with experience.
3.SCATTERING THEORY
Now that we have established the formal elements of the theory and the rules that allow us to compute formal facts, we must establish measurement criteria. This is done by relating the bit strings to the basis states of a relativistic, unitary and ucrossing symmetric" quantum particle scattering theory, and deriving the "propagator" of that theory which connects events as some system within the universe evolves. The labels are used to define quantum numbers -symmetric between uparticles" and "antiparticles" -that are conserved in connected events. The labeled address strings are interpreted as the velocities associated with these quantum numbers; by appropriate definition they are measured in units of the limiting velocity "c". Since quantum scattering theory associates quantum numbers with discrete conserved masses, and 3-momenta conserved in evolving systems, we also use the labeled address strings to define velocities (in units of the limiting velocity) which when multiplied by the appropriate discrete masses conserve S-momentum in the discrete u3+1 space" that our events allow us to construct. Since the labels close these quantum numbers and masses m, (which it will become the task of the theory to compute self-consistently) retain an invariant significance no matter how long the program runs, or how long and large the address string ensembles become.
The scattering theory on which we relyL5' starts from three distinguishable particles and a linear, unitary quantum dynamics based on relativistic threeparticle Faddeev equations (which can be viewed as the summation of quantum events with appropriate statistical weights). The basic entities for "Yukawa coupling" are a particle, an antiparticle (number of particles minus number of antiparticle conserved), and a quantum (with zero particle quantum number) to which this pair can coalesce, or which can disassociate into the pair; a quantum can be emitted or absorbed by a particle (or anti-particle) without changing the particle quantum number. Particles and quanta may carry other conserved quantum numbers allowing a definition of "anti-quanta", but there must always be one quantum state which carries only null quantum numbers. The "quantum" associated with that state is indistinguishable from its "anti-quantum".
We symbolize any string by SW = [P(N~),A~(N)]. Our basic quantum number scheme for three linearly independent strings of bit length 4 is given in fig. 4 , which meets the requirements set above. For any address string Since the basic discriminations also define the strings Aab = Aa @ Ab = AC ( a,b,c cyclic), and hence ,8ab = PC we conclude that each pair has the same velocity as the third, or spectator, system. The three velocities, three pair velocities, and three masses provide 9 of the 12 degrees of freedom of the three 4-vectors in a conventional description, while the remaining three cannot be specified without specific context because our construction has geometrical isotropy. We note that the "bar" operation S = 1~~ @S reverses the sign of all velocities and all quantum numbers at the same time. In contrast, if we reverse only the velocities, the helicities do not reverse, showing that they are "pseudo-vectors". Our basis states have the characteristics needed for "crossing symmetry" and "CPT invariance".
To obtain the statistical connection between events, we start from our counter paradigm, and note that because of the macroscopic size of laboratory counters, there will always be some uncertainty A/3 in measured velocities, reflected in our integers k, by Ak = $NAp. Thus, if we start with some specified spread of events corresponding to laboratory boundary conditions, and tick away, the fraction of connected events we need consider diminishes in the manner illustrated in fig. 5 . Since the uoff shell propagator" of quantum scattering theory refers to the probability that two states which do not conserve energy will be connected we claim that we could, given more space, conclude from this calculation that the propagator is proportional to lE-E&iO+ .
Now that we have masses and the limiting velocity, and we know that from the hierarchy construction that the simplest unit of mass to use will be either the proton or the Planck mass, the only remaining dimensional constant to assign is the unit of action, or angular momentum. In previous treatments we have used the digital structure of the address strings and velocities to describe a drunkard's walk between events weighted by t (1+/3) with step length he/E, which implies a coherence length h/p and hence the usual relativistic Debroglie phase and group velocities. Recent work on discrete topology by McGoveran I61 makes it likely that the digital structure also implies the usual relation .Q?, = &J!, resulting from the utorsion" inherent in defining "distance" in a finite, digital space. Selfconsistent definition of h, ti and ?r along this route is a formal criterion we hope to meet in the near future.
4.THE STANDARD MODEL
We interpret one dichotomous quantum number for each of the four levels as helicity. Since Level 1 has only two independent states, and these are coupled by the "bar" operation to the sign of the velocities which they label, we interpret these two basis states as chiral (two component) neutrinos. The next two quantum numbers (Level 2) allow for particle-antiparticle (or "charge") discrimination with helicity ~zB coupled to two fl helicity states and the degenerate (04,14) zero helicity state. We take these to be charged leptons coupled to a massless "spin 1" quantum, and the associated "coulomb" interaction. If we were constructing a "field theory" this would restrict us to the "physical" or "coulomb" gauge. In a finite particle number theory with exact unitarity this is not a restriction but a conceptual necessity.
For Level 3 we concatenate a string of length 4 (interpreted as defining particle -. and helicity states ql, 42) with a string defining the color octet. One way of getting the SU3 octet from our strings is given in Table 2 Although this result has been published and presented many times, we know of no published challenge to the calculation. -.
5.CONCLUSIONS
As we have said before1 2 I, u The idea of a theory as a theory of constructions is valid independent of the "information content" of the theory. In order for a research program to succeed, it must create complete understanding in the way we have developed the theory. Whatever ((machinery" is formulated as a theory of constructions, the participator idea implicit in the theory structure is necessary in order to understand.
"In this paper we have proved that by starting from bit strings generated by program universe and labeled by the 2127 + 136 strings provided by any representation of the four-level combinatorial hierarchy one gets an S-matrix theory with the usual C, P, T properties, CPT and crossing invariance, manifest covariante and a candidate to replace quantum field theory by an N-particle scattering theory which will not be in conflict with practice for some sufficiently large fi- and would have to fall if these are rejected. We claim to have arrived at an objective quantum mechanics with all the needed properties." Table 1 The combinatorial hierarchy -. Level 5 cannot be constructed because M(4) < H(4) Table 2 The SU3 octet for "I,U,V spin" -. 
